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Industrial sector fails to deliver despite govt protection: FBR 
ISLAMABAD: The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has observed that the government has 
been protecting domestic industrial sector for the last many years but it has resulted in 
inefficiency and incompetency of industrial sector, besides hindering its growth. 
 
These observations were made by an FBR official during the last meeting of Working Groups on 
Manufacturing, Commerce and Mineral for preparation of 12th five year plan (2018-23) held 
under the chairmanship of secretary Ministry of Industries & Production, it is learnt. 
 
According to the FBR’s representative in the meeting, the government has already protected 
industry for a very long time which has resulted in inefficiency and incompetency of industrial 
sector, besides hindering its growth. No single point solution can be the remedy of the present 
situation. The Value Chain Framework should be studied to come up with some viable strategy 
to uplift the industrial sector. Moreover, any policy which is forwarded as a result of this exercise 
should be implemented fully and not in parts. “Lack of policy implementation is cause of all 
failures we are facing today in the industrial and export sectors,” the FBR added. 
 
During the meeting, the secretary Ministry of Industries & Production said that the innovation is 
the need of the time for which collaborative efforts should be encouraged in order to stay ahead 
of the global competition being faced by national industrialists at present. He was of the view 
that the exports-led growth is dependent on industry but the industry needs to enhance its 
competitiveness of key factors to contribute significantly. He also stated, “Our micro-industry is 
almost non-existent and is merged into Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which needs to be 
addressed, since micro-industry is an important driver to achieve holistic industrialisation,” he 
said. 
 
The Member (S&T), M/o PD&R, explained the purpose of broader consultation with the 
stakeholders for preparation of 12th five year plan. He elucidated that working groups topology 
was adopted by M/o PD&R and their importance in finalising the draft suggestions will be 
included in the said plan. He thanked the industry representatives and encouraged them to share 
views and firsthand knowledge of the on-ground situation so that viable, concrete and effective 
suggestions could take their way to the proposed 12th five year plan (2018-23). 
 
The representative from SMEDA stated that in the country more and more emphasis is shifting 
towards services sector. He pointed out that services sector cannot be sustainable in absence of 
agriculture or industrial sector’s prosperity, therefore, in order to achieve sustainability in 
services sector there is a need to drive agriculture and industrial sectors forward for which 
appropriate reforms at ground as well as at policy level are required. He further stated that the 
budget available with SMEDA is too small for establishing successful participants that play 
pivotal role in collaborative industrial drive. He proposed that the government may facilitate the 



SMEs by providing easy loans through banks on the pattern of South Africa in 1973 when they 
launched their industrialisation process successfully. 
 
The representative of Ministry of Food and Livestock was of the view that investment 
opportunities are needed to be introduced in livestock and food industry (particularly value-
added and preservation) so that the export sector can get benefit out of it. At present almost no 
policy measure exists that encourages the investment in these industries. 
 
CEO CPEC from Ministry of PD&R enlightened the meeting that model SEZs are being set up 
in industrial hubs across the country with the focus on marketing, research, branding and 
packaging. He further opined that livestock and food industries can take advantage from these 
specialised SEZs. 
 
The secretary general of Pak Chemicals Manufacturers Association pointed out that tariff 
structures could be used to promote industrialisation and export of value-added chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals from the country. In particular, he suggested protection may be provided to the 
local industry to build its capacity and all imports should be subjected to 15% flat regulatory 
duty except sensitive items or raw material that is/are already being produced locally. He also 
suggested for incentivizing the chemical industry engaged in exports so that Pakistan could have 
its fair share in $ 5 trillion global chemical business. 
 
The project manager of Pakistan Automotive Parts and Accessories Manufacturers Association 
(PAPAM) opined that India has heavily invested in the R&D and introduced ‘Make in India’ 
initiative which has revolutionized its industrial sector. He indicated that different kinds of levies 
by the government of Pakistan have led to 35% overhead cost on indigenous manufacturing 
which needs to be addressed at policy level. Moreover, capital and finance arrangements are very 
hard for new entrants in the Pakistani market and therefore, some kind of policy measure should 
be introduced to cater to this situation as well. 
 
The representative from PIDE was of the view that excessive taxes on industry lead to higher 
start-up cost which, in turn, discourages the potential entrepreneurs. Moreover, for existing 
entrepreneurs there exists serious lack of capacity building initiatives like creating awareness on 
standardisation, obtaining quality certification regime, making indigenous product properly 
packaged and presentable etc. He also highlighted the need for providing technical support and 
collaborative R&D to local SMEs for greater industrial good. 
 
The chairman Surgical Instruments Manufacturer Association of Pakistan (SIMAP), Sialkot, 
noted that SIMAP is focusing on value addition in a sector (surgical instruments) that has been in 
the past a neglected sector of the country’s economy. He noted that Sialkot exports at least $2 
billion in surgical instruments, sports goods, and sports garments but does not enjoy any support 
from the government. He mentioned that despite creating a privately funded airport and a dry 
port in Sialkot, their foreign customers are harassed instead of being facilitated. He insisted that 
raw material exports should be curbed immediately, whereas, taxes, rebates and refunds be done 
through a single window operation to facilitate the exporters. He even offered that the industry 
can pay a bit higher in taxes – currently collected by tens of different agencies and departments – 
if they’re all combined and collected through a one-window operation. 



Chairman of a sports goods industry suggested that e-commerce should be enabled and payment 
solutions such as PayPal should be encouraged to come to Pakistan so that online business 
market can be captured by Pakistani manufacturers. 
 
He also proposed for replacing of road and infrastructure cess introduced by provincial 
governments of Sindh (1.15%) and Punjab (0.9%) on industrial freights which is causing higher 
manufacturing costs, affecting the competitiveness of Pakistani exports. He also suggested that 
EPZs may be overseen by government and import goods and raw materials be imported by 
government in these EPZs so that small producer can get benefit from EPZs instead of 
continuing to be exploited by commercial importers. He also pointed out that the visa processing 
at airports should be simplified as many of the incoming foreign business associates find current 
practice in vogue, very difficult and at times even repulsive. 
 
The representatives of FPCCI stressed on revival of sick units. He stated that these industries 
could be one way to go ahead while capitalizing on existing potential at marginal overhead costs 
as compared to investing heavily in establishing new infrastructure. He also supported the idea of 
secretary general of Pak Chemicals Manufacturers Association regarding rationalisation of tariff 
on industries by the government. He suggested that specialized SME zone should be made part 
of the EPZs. 
 
The representatives from DESCON highlighted that high costs of raw materials should be curbed 
in order to facilitate local manufacturers. The representative from NUST opined that HEC must 
introduce some policy initiatives to support academia-industry collaboration so that no 
researcher be given a PhD degree without addressing a national/industrial problem. 
 
In the end, the Member S&T while summing up the conversation said that the five-year plan is 
primarily a roadmap to show where the country intends to go and it provides guidance to the 
Planning Commission and all relevant ministries in deciding their annual investment priorities 
(PSDP). However, it does not constitute official policy since that is the prerogative of individual 
ministries. He noted that Ministry of PD&R can identify promising policy areas and gaps that 
need to be addressed in the 12th Five Year Plan but actual policymaking is vested within the 
ministries and the relevant stakeholders must have their voices heard in those deliberations. 
 
The Member S&T announced a working group/ drafting committee for the preparation of chapter 
on manufacturing commerce and mineral regarding the 12th Five Year Plan. Members of the 
Drafting Committee are Member (S&T and ICT), Planning Commission, chair; executive 
director of CPEC Centre of Excellence, member; Professor Riaz Mufti, NUST, member; director 
general Geological Survey of Pakistan, member; Mazhar Mufti, Director FPCCI, member; and 
Saad Nawaz, Asst Chief IID, MoIP, member. 
 
The drafting committee was constituted by the chairman to incorporate input of all the members 
of the Working Group and it will add material to the already approved draft chapter provided to 
the members for presentation to co-convener, ie, Member (S&T) Planning Commission within a 
week time. 
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